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ABSTRACT: Bioprivileged molecules are biology-derived
chemical intermediates that can be efficiently converted to a
diversity of chemical products including both novel molecules
and drop-in replacements. Bridging chemical and biological
catalysis by bioprivileged molecules provides a useful and
flexible new paradigm for producing biobased chemicals.
However, the discovery of bioprivileged molecules has been demonstrated to require extensive experimental effort over a long
period of time. In this work, we developed a computational framework for identification of all possible C6HxOy molecules
(29252) that can be honed down to a manageable number of candidate bioprivileged molecules based on analysis of structural
features, reactive moieties, and reactivity of species, and the evaluation of the reaction network and resulting products based on
automated network generation. Required input is the structure data file (SDF) of the starting molecules and the reaction rules.
On-the-fly estimation of thermodynamics by a group contribution method is introduced as a screening criterion to identify the
feasibility of reactions and pathways. Generated species are dynamically linked to the PubChem database for identification of
novel products and evaluation of the known products as attractive candidates. Application of the proposed computational
framework in screening 29252 C6 species and identifying a list of 100 C6HxOy bioprivileged molecule candidates is presented.
Each of the 100 candidate molecules falls into one of nine broad compound classes and is typically composed of carbon atoms
with a different chemical environment and, as a result, distinct reactivity patterns. Sensitivity analysis of the parameters used in
the filtering steps leading to the candidate molecules that were identified is discussed, and analysis of favorable structural
features, reactive moieties, and functionalities of C6HxOy candidate bioprivileged molecules is performed.
KEYWORDS: Bioprivileged molecules, Biobased chemicals, Computational molecule design, Automated network generation,
Reactivity
■ SIGNIFICANCE
Bioprivileged molecules are emerging as a useful new paradigm
for developing biobased chemicals. This work developed a
computational framework for systematically screening and
identifying C6 bioprivileged molecule candidates and associated
feasible chemical pathways to biobased chemicals including
novel compounds, thereby guiding experimentation and
computational analysis. Analysis of the 100 bioprivileged
molecule candidates identified from 29252 C6 compounds
creates a paradigm for establishing a rational structure for the
design of bioprivileged molecules in general. The computational
framework can be extended to identification of other biological
candidates including C4s and C5s. The framework also can be
run in reverse if a specific final biobased product were desired in
order to find the intermediates that are candidates for its
precursor.
■ INTRODUCTION
The current petrochemical industry is established on the basis of
primary petrochemicals (i.e., olefins, aromatics, and synthesis
gas), which are building blocks for chemical synthesis of a wide
variety of materials and chemical products. In the future,
renewable carbon processed through biorefineries, which
integrate biomass conversion processes and equipment to
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produce biofuels, power, heat, and a spectrum of biobased
products, will be an increasingly important source for those
products.1−5 With rapidly growing interest in biobased
chemicals, significant advances have been achieved based on
two major production strategies, biological and chemical. The
biological production of chemicals has a long history, including
production of several commodity chemicals from biomass-
derived carbohydrates on a commercial scale, with recent
accomplishments related to lactic acid, 1,3-propanediol, succinic
acid, and muconic acid.6−8 Additional examples of the biological
production of C2−C6 platform chemicals have been extensively
reviewed.9−13
On the other hand, the chemical catalytic conversion of
biomass to chemicals has focused primarily on the dehydration
of carbohydrates to produce either 5-hydroxymethylfurfural
(HMF) from cellulose-derived C6 sugars or furfural from
hemicellulose-derived C5 sugars as attractive platform chem-
icals.14−17 HMF and furfural are also among the list of top
chemical opportunities from biorefinery carbohydrates as
identified by Bozell and Petersen.9 HMF can be used to
produce biofuels, monomers, and a diversity of useful chemicals
like 2,5-furan dicarboxylic acid (FDCA), dimethylfuran, 5-
hydroxy-4-keto-2-pentenoic acid, levulinic acid (LA), and
others.15,18−20 One of the many products derived from LA is
γ-valerolactone (GVL) that has excellent properties as a solvent
and is a precursor for high-value chemicals and fuels.21−26
Additionally, levulinic acid and 2,5-furan dicarboxylic acid are
promising building blocks from carbohydrate-based feedstocks
(the “Top 10”) identified by the Department of Energy13 and
confirmed by Bozell and Petersen.9 By developing a list of
specific structures, the reports9,13 simultaneously embraced
fundamental research needs as a guide for product identification.
Efficient and economic production of biobased chemicals via
biological catalysis hinges heavily on clear identification of
specific target products for focusing genetic engineering efforts.
In addition, biology may not be the most effective choice to
complete the transformation of oxygenated intermediates to
commodity and specialty chemicals. Therefore, chemical
catalysis routes are often utilized to diversify the product slates
of platform chemicals to value-added chemicals. In contrast, the
principal challenge for catalytic upgrading of biomass-derived
sugars into biobased chemicals using chemical catalysts alone is
the selective activation of multiple identical C−OH bonds of
carbohydrates. Therefore, the integration of biological catalysis
and chemical catalysis is emerging as an effective strategy to
produce biobased chemicals from biomass carbohydrates.14,27
Very recently, the concept of bioprivileged molecules was
introduced by Shanks and Keeling28 as a useful new paradigm
for bridging the biological and chemical catalysis gap to develop
biobased chemicals. Bioprivileged molecules are defined as
“biology-derived chemical intermediates that can be efficiently
converted to a diversity of chemical products including both
novel molecules and drop-in replacements”.28 Key features of a
bioprivileged molecule include the origin from a biological
feedstock (cannot be effectively accessed from petrochemical
feedstocks), reactivity allowing for facile transformations and
diversity in product slates, and production of valuable chemicals
encompassing both existing chemical products and novel
biochemical species that can impart new product properties.
An important conceptual evolution of bioprivileged molecules
from biobased platform chemicals is the objective that a
bioprivileged molecule provides a basis for diversity-oriented
synthesis leading to novel bioproducts.28 Muconic acid, 5-
hydroxymethylfurfural (5-HMF), and triacetic acid lactone
(TAL) have been reported as example C6 bioprivileged
molecules by Shanks and Keeling.28 With the use of TAL as a
specific example, its biological production has been demon-
strated by researchers,29−34 and a diversity of chemicals as its
products has been reported.28,35−47
TAL demonstrates the power of a bioprivileged molecule as it
would typically not be considered a valuable target for
engineered microbes due to its limited direct utility. However,
as an intermediate subjected to diversity-oriented synthesis that
creates products as apparently disparate as sorbic acid (food
preservative activity) and styrenylpyrones (antiobesity activity),
it is highly attractive. Pursuing a merely retrosynthetic approach
for either of these products would not likely coalesce on TAL as
an important synthetic precursor. A second valuable aspect of
TAL as a bioprivileged molecule is that a family of molecules can
be produced with the same synthetic approach while yielding
enhanced properties. Accelerating biobased chemical product
development via bioprivileged molecules has the promise of
introducing novel chemicals and greatly expanding the biobased
chemical horizon.
Unfortunately, there is no current strategy for the direct
identification and development of bioprivileged molecules.
Moreover, one of the principal challenges associated with any
system that combines chemical and biological catalysis is to
determine at what point in the selective defunctionalization of
biomass carbohydrates should an intermediate molecule be
passed from the biological process to the chemical process.
Generally, multiple functionality is required for a bioprivileged
molecule to allow diversity in product slates, but excess
functionality may lead to selectivity challenges for chemical
catalysis. Furthermore, identification of a bioprivilegedmolecule
can be very challenging based on using an experimental
approach alone since the typical approach is largely serendip-
itous targeting of a specific chemical compound or reaction
process. The discovery of TAL as a promising bioprivileged
molecule by the collective efforts of a group of chemists,
biologists, and chemical engineers in CBiRC involved extensive
experimental efforts over several years. An approach that
combines heterogeneous catalysis, biological catalysis, and
computational network analysis would be particularly useful
for accelerating the discovery of new, highly flexible processes
for the production of chemicals from biomass through
bioprivileged molecules, as noted in our previous reviews.14,27,28
In this work, we developed a computational framework for
systematic identification of bioprivileged molecules that is based
on analysis of structural features, reactive moieties and reactivity
of species, and the evaluation of the reaction network and
resulting products based on automated network generation
(NetGen) developed by Broadbelt et al.48 On-the-fly estimation
of thermodynamics by a group contribution method is
introduced as a screening criterion to identify the feasibility of
the reactions and pathways. Generated species are dynamically
linked to the PubChem database for identification of novel
species and evaluation of the attractiveness of the products that
are known. The proposed computational framework is applied
in screening 29252 C6 species and identifying a preliminary list
of candidate C6HxOy bioprivileged molecules. Sensitivity
analysis of the screening process and analysis of the structural
features are also discussed.
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■ DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTATIONAL
FRAMEWORK BASED ON NETWORK GENERATION
We used the approach of automated network generation
building on the previous work of Broadbelt and co-workers49−54
that generates a reaction network comprised of every possible
reaction based on a set of reaction rules for given starting
molecules. Molecules are represented as graphs and matrices,
and operations on these representations allow reactions to be
carried out, molecule uniqueness to be determined, and
properties to be calculated. NetGen has been applied to a
range of fields such as catalytic cracking of hydrocarbons,
pyrolysis of hydrocarbons, pyrolysis of biomass and its major
components, polymerization and depolymerization, production
of silicon nanoparticles, tropospheric ozone formation, and
biochemical transformations. Intriguingly, the concept and
modeling framework of NetGen have also been extended to
develop a computational program named Biological Network
Integrated Computational Explorer (BNICE) to automatically
design synthetic pathways for the production of a compound of
interest, using generalized reaction rules curated from
biochemical reaction databases.49−54 Recently, Stine et al.
have demonstrated BNICE as a biochemical pathway-searching
tool to predict previously unknown promiscuous enzymatic
activities and novel biochemical pathways for industrial
applications.53 BNICE can be applied in the identification of
biochemical pathways for the production of bioprivileged
molecules or biology-derived chemical species of any category.
Another important component to the definition of bioprivileged
molecules is that a bioprivileged molecule must allow for ready
transformation to a number of valuable chemicals. This work
focused more on chemical catalytic conversion of bioprivileged
molecule candidates to novel and drop-in products than the
biological synthesis of bioprivileged molecule candidates from
carbohydrates. To computationally generate possible pathways
for the transformation of a candidate bioprivileged molecule to
product chemicals using NetGen, a key development in the
present work is the definition of the reaction operators encoding
reaction types of interest for conversion of potential
bioprivileged molecules.
■ FRAMEWORK FOR NETWORK GENERATION
The modeling framework and working principle of the
automated network generation program used here, NetGen,
have been described in detail in the previous work of Broadbelt
and co-workers.48 Briefly, NetGen uses a set of chemical
operators that encodes reaction families and rules for their
implementation. The required input is the structure of the
reactants and the reaction rules. The input chemical table files in
SDF format of the initial reactants are converted internally into
molecular graphs that are operated on by chemical reaction rules
and families to generate products, recursively applying chemical
operators until all species and reactions are exhaustively
generated to create a reaction network.
Moreover, NetGen allows on-the-fly estimation of thermody-
namic properties of species in the reaction network using a
hierarchy based on experimental data and a group contribution
method, allowing the prediction of thermodynamic and other
properties from molecular structures by using group or atom
properties. Note that NetGen is also capable of on-the-fly
specification of kinetic parameters for each generated reaction.
However, kinetics were not applied for any screening metrics
applied here and thus are not discussed further.
■ DEVELOPMENT OF REACTION OPERATORS
ENCODED WITH REACTION RULES FOR EACH
REACTION FAMILY
In this work, the reactions and reaction rules implemented in
NetGen were derived directly from common catalytic reactions
for converting and upgrading biomass-derived oxygen-
ates,28,55−59 allowing for the prediction of catalytic reaction
pathways of candidate bioprivileged molecules. Table 1 lists 16
types of common catalytic reaction families considered in this
work, including hydrogenation, hydrogenolysis, hydrodeoxyge-
nation, hydrolysis, dehydration, hydration, decarbonylation,
decarboxylation, ketonization, esterification, keto−enol tauto-
merization, ring-opening/closing, aldol condensation, Diels−
Alder, ketone amination, epoxidation, and selective oxidation. A
detailed description of each reaction family, supporting
literature references, and a rationale for its inclusion in the
framework are provided in the Supporting Information. Note
that any reaction operators can be easily turned on or off to
further explore sensitivity analysis.
We acknowledge that while the list of possible reactions is
quite broad, this is not a comprehensive list of reactions
associated with the catalytic chemistry of biomass-derived
oxygenated hydrocarbons. For example, dehydrogenation of
hydroxyl groups to an aldehyde or ketone, C−C cleavage by
retro-aldolization, polymerization, isomerization, and reforming
reactions could be potential candidates. While they are not
considered in the present work as they are less prevalent or less
well-studied reaction classes for the conversion of biobased
chemicals than the ones that we incorporated here, they could be
easily included in the computational framework. We acknowl-
edge that there are other reaction families such as deoxydehy-
dration (DODH),60−64 which removes two adjacent hydroxyl
groups from vicinal diols and polyols in one step to generate
alkenes directly, are useful and powerful reactions for making
chemicals from renewable biomass resources, but are not
included in the work either.
■ VISUALIZATION, IDENTIFICATION, AND
EVALUATION OF GENERATED SPECIES IN NETGEN
NetGen generates an SDF file for each species in the reaction
network, including starting molecules and generated species. In
this way, the structural images of each species were able to be
downloaded from PubChem. Structural visualization can also be
achieved by input of the SDF files to commercial software such
as Chemaxon software (https://chemaxon.com/) and the
CACTVS Chemoinformatics Toolkit (http://85.214.192.197/
index.htm). Moreover, the SDF files of species generated by
NetGen were used as input files to query PubChem, and a script
was created to connect the computational platform we
developed and the PubChem database (http://pubchem.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov) for identification and evaluation of species.
■ CASE STUDY OF NETWORK GENERATION OF
EXAMPLE BIOPRIVILEGED MOLECULE TAL
NetGen tests all combinations of unreacted species for each
reaction type considered, generates an exhaustive reaction
network based on encoded reaction rules, and outputs a list of
species, reactions, and thermochemical properties pertaining to
the network. The generation of the reaction network is halted
when the unreacted components list is empty. The current
conditions for allowing a component to be placed in the
unreacted components list are the maximum carbon count and
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the maximum number of steps that a molecule is away from the
initial reactant, or the product rank (e.g., primary products are
first rank, second products are second rank, etc.), of the species.
In this way, large molecules generated or higher rank products
are not allowed to undergo further reactions. TAL,28,43 an
example bioprivileged molecule, was used here to demonstrate
the network generation feature of NetGen.
In this work, methanol (allowed to undergo esterification
only), formic acid (allowed to undergo esterification only), H2O
(for hydration and hydrolysis), H2 (for hydrogenolysis,
hydrogenation, and hydrodeoxygenation), NH3 (for reductive
amination only), H2O2 (for selective oxidation and epoxida-
tion), ethylene (allowed to undergo Diels−Alder reaction only),
acetaldehyde (allowed to undergo aldol condensation only), and
a C6HxOy molecule (in this case, TAL) were input as starting
molecules (rank 0). A maximum carbon count of 6 and a rank of
1 were used as the stopping criteria for reaction network
generation. Therefore, products formed from esterification,
Diels−Alder, and ketonization reactions have a carbon number
of greater than six, highlighted in red in Figure 1, and are not
allowed to participate in further reactions. Figure 1 shows the
generated reaction network comprised of various transformation
pathways of TAL and 45 products. As shown in Figure 1,
catalytic reaction pathways revealed by the experimental work of
Dumesic and co-workers43,47 for the formation of a variety of
commercially valuable chemical intermediates and end products
have been reproduced. For example, the hydrogenation of TAL
forming 5,6-dihydro-4-hydroxy-6-methyl-2H-pyran-2-one and
4-hydroxy-6-methyltetrahydro-2-pyrone, keto−enol tautomeri-
zation of TAL, the formation of parasorbic acid, and the
formation of various acyclic precursors for 2,4-pentanedione, 3-
penten-2-one, 4-hydroxypentanone, 1,3-pentadiene, and sorbic
acid emerge from network generation. Intriguingly, new
pathways and a range of novel products such as bicyclic lactones
via Diels−Alder reactions are also generated. Therefore, our
approach is not only able to generate the pathways given in the
literature but also capable of providing novel pathways toward
novel products, demonstrating its versatility in handling a variety
of chemical transformations.
■ IDENTIFICATION OF BIOPRIVILEGED MOLECULES
Although biology has demonstrated its ability to synthesize a
variety of molecules ranging from C1 (methanol), to C2
(ethanol), to C6 (TAL), to C9 (p-coumaric acid), to oligomers,
and to polymers from various renewable carbon sources or
precursors, including sucrose, glycerol, glucose, xylose, and
fructose, C6 glucose is the most abundant monosaccharide
derived from biomass (e.g., from the polysaccharides cellulose or
starch) and the most widely used aldohexose in living organisms
as a source of organic carbon to synthesize a wide variety of other
biomolecules.27,65 To demonstrate the approach and focus the
starting point for exploration of potential bioprivileged
molecules, C6 oxygenates were used as input to the network
generation approach. The logic flowchart for computational
identification of C6 bioprivileged molecules is illustrated in
Figure 2. The methodology and criteria used in the DOE
report13 and summarized in the review of Bozell and Petersen9
for sorting top chemical opportunities from biorefinery
carbohydrates were used as guidelines to specify quantitative
metrics for our screening protocol. Because biobased-chemical
production is challenged by an overabundance of chemical
species, this work is limited to screening of C6 species. Note that
the threshold values related to structure, properties, reactive
moieties, reactivity, reactions, and derived products are specific
for the identification of C6 bioprivileged molecules. The
framework can be applied to identify bioprivileged molecules
with a different carbon number, but the threshold values used
would vary.
Table 1. Reaction Families Encoded in the Chemical
Operators of Network Generation
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■ SCREENING BASED ON REACTIVE MOIETIES AND
REACTIVITY OF A MOLECULE
Development of Reactive Moiety Matrix. There are
29252 C6HxOy species in the PubChem database (http://
pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) as of October 9, 2017. This is an
intractable number of candidate species to systematically screen
by running network generation for one species at a time, which is
the experimental analogue of searching for one molecule at a
time and the associated pathways to produce it using synthetic
biology or metabolic engineering strategies, which is a time-
consuming process. However, there are many species within the
list of 29252 C6HxOy species that stood out as unattractive
candidates based on their structural features such as hydro-
carbons, radical and ionic species, and molecules with one
functional group, suggesting an inability to be diversified. A
preliminary analysis of structural groups and estimation of
reactivity of species without explicitly generating all the reaction
pathways can greatly reduce the number of candidate molecules
for bioprivilegedmolecules. Thus, we developed the concept of a
reactivity index to recursively quantify the number of reactive
moieties derived from the reactive moieties in a molecule and its
progeny. This idea builds on the concept that although biomass-
derived oxygenates may contain a very large number of distinct
molecular components, there are only three atomic elements (C,
H, and O) that constitute them and a small set of functional/
structural groups or reactive moieties such as hydroxyl, carbonyl,
carboxylic acid, ether, and ester groups, double bond, and enol
functionality required to summarize their representation. To
build the reactivity indices, we developed a structural matrix that
consists of 25 common reactive moieties of oxygenated
compounds to characterize the structural features and reactivity
of oxygenated compounds, as shown in Table 2. The 25 reactive
moieties can be further divided or grouped into different
functional groups such as alcohol/hydroxy groups (G1-G10 and
G21), ether groups (G11 and G12), a carboxylic acid group
(G13), ester groups (G14 and G15), aldehyde groups (G16 and
G17), ketone groups (G18-G20 and G24), an enol/phenol
group (G21), double-bond groups (G21-G23), and a diene
group (G25).
Identification of Reactive Moieties of Candidate
Molecules. The reactive moieties are specified in terms of
SMiles ARbitrary Target Specification (SMARTS) strings using
RDKit, which was also used to analyze the chemical elemental
composition (C, H, and O), identify the symmetry, reactive
moieties, rings, aromaticity, etc. in a molecule. The input files
were the SDF files of molecules, and a script was written in
Python that specified the substructural patterns (i.e., the Gx
definitions in Table 2), which are expressed as SMARTS
strings.66−68
The reactivity indices, R0 and R1, tallied in Table 2 were
calculated based on how many reactive moieties are generated
when a reactive moiety, Gx, is allowed to undergo the reactions
encoded by the reaction operators of Table 1.With the use of the
first row for G1 as an example, R0 and R1 were calculated as
follows. G1, [CH2OH]-[CH]−, is a primary alcohol group
(−CH2OH) that is connected to a carbon atom which is bound
Figure 1. Example reaction network generated for TAL (arrows connect reactants with various products derived from them, with the specific reaction
type leading to the formation of each product given below the products; species highlighted in red are molecules with more than six carbon atoms and
are not allowed to participate in further reactions; species labeled with blue boxes are species known to PubChem).
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to four atoms with at least one atom being an H atom. G1 can
undergo four reactions: dehydration, hydrodeoxygenation,
oxidation of a primary alcohol, and esterification. Dehydration
of G1 forms G22 or G23. Hydrodeoxygenation of G1 forms a
CH3-C group, which is an inactive group according to the
reaction operators considered in this work. Oxidation of G1
forms a G16 group, and esterification of G1 with carboxylic acids
forms G14. Note that HCOOH is used as a representative
carboxylic acid in the list of starting molecules and is only
allowed to participate in an esterification reaction. Thus, the
value of R0 for G1 is 4, and four distinct reactive moieties are
formed from its reactions: G22, G23, G16, and G14. To
calculate the value ofR1, we sum theR0 values of the four reactive
moieties that are created fromG1. Specifically, R1 = 3 + 1 + 6 + 1
= 11, from the R0 values of G22, G23, G16, and G14,
respectively. Using this concept, we can summarize the reactivity
of molecules through the reactivity indices of the reactivity
moieties that comprise them, as summarized below. A detailed
description of each reactive moiety, Gx, and the reactive
moieties derived from them to tally the other R0 and R1 values in
Table 2 is given in the Supporting Information.
In addition to the reactivemoieties, the atomic composition of
the molecules and the symmetry of the chemical structure were
also calculated. We acknowledge that the reactive moieties in
Table 2 may not cover all of the relevant reactive substructures
of oxygenated compounds such as acid anhydrides, but the list
could easily be augmented as desired for a specific application.
Also, as detailed in the Supporting Information, the derived
reactive moieties and reaction number associated with each
reactive moiety are not as rigorous as a full network generation,
but we show below that our definition of a reactivity index of a
molecule based on the reactivity indices of the reactive moieties
is an excellent proxy for the results of the full network
generation.
Prediction of the Reactivity of a Molecule. With the
number of transformations that each reactive moiety can
undergo specified and a mapping of the reactive moieties that
will be produced when reactive moieties are reacted in hand, we
developed a quantitative model for the estimation of reactivity of
a species as a function of rank, termed a reactivity index, Ritotal.
Specifically, reactivity indices of a molecule for rank 0 and rank 1
can be expressed as eqs 1 and 2, respectively.







where R0total is the total number of reactions that a given starting
molecule (rank or generation 0 species) can undergo, Gi is the
number of the ith reactive moiety within the given starting
molecule, Ri0 is the number of reactions that the ith reactive
moiety can undergo as tallied in Table 2, and S is the symmetry
factor, with S equal to 1 if the molecule is asymmetric, and
otherwise, S equals 0.5 to address the effects of a symmetric
structure on the reactivity index.























where R1total is the total number of reactions that a given starting
molecule (rank 0) and derived rank 1 species can undergo, Gi is
Figure 2. Flowchart of identification of C6 bioprivileged molecules.
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the number of the ith reactive moiety, Ri0 is the number of
reactions that the ith reactive moiety can undergo, and Ri1 is the
sum of the number of reactions that the ith reactive moiety and
its derived reactive moieties can undergo.
Table 2. Reactive Moieties and Their Reactivity Indices, R0 and R1
Figure 3.Comparison of the calculated number of reactions based on reactivity index analysis with the reaction index obtained byNetGen for subset of
160 molecules.
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To validate the concept of the reactivity index as a proxy for
the full reaction network, the estimated reactivity indices R0total
and R1total were compared with the corresponding reactivity
indices obtained by network generation for a sample subset of
160 C6 oxygenated compounds. As shown in Figure 3, the
calculated reactivity indices of species give reasonable agree-
ment with the corresponding indices from network generation
for both R0 and R1. The match is clearly better for R0, as
expected, as fewer reactive moieties, molecules, and bimolecular
reactions are involved for R0, the combinations of which would
be precisely captured by network generation. Deviations in both
plots can be mainly attributed to the following factors: the
minimum or maximum number of reactions is used for the
derived reactive moieties with uncertainty in the precise atomic
environment in which the reactive moiety resides, the double
counting of the same derived moieties from different parent
moieties has not been addressed, and the (a)symmetry of the
derived species in rank 1 has not been taken into account.
Nevertheless, the agreement in Figure 3 suggests that the
proposed reactivity indices can serve as a simple yet effective
screening tool to pare down an enormous list of molecules for
which full network generation would be intractable or not value-
added.
Application of Reactive Moieties and Reactivity to
Identify Potential Bioprivileged Molecules. The first step
in the logic flowchart shown in Figure 2 was to download the
structures, SDF files, and corresponding SMILES strings of the
29252 C6HxOy species from PubChem (step 1, Table 3). Using
the SDF files as input to RDKit, all the reactive moieties in a
molecule were tallied, and the reactive indices, R0 and R1, for
each molecule were calculated. The results are summarized in
Sheet S1.
The filtering process begins at step 2, which is to remove 1323
hydrocarbon species with the number of O atoms equal to zero.
The rationale is that these species originate from hydrocarbon
sources and not biology-derived chemical intermediates and,
therefore, are not considered to be bioprivileged molecules.
Moreover, 2281 species that have a 5-membered or 6-membered
ring structure but without an O atom within the ring were
filtered out of the pool of candidates in step 3. The rationale is
that these species are closely associated with hydrocarbons and
effectively synthesized from petrochemical building blocks by
introducing oxygenated functionalities, and they are not
biology-derived chemical intermediates generated from a
biological feedstock like sugars, which have an O-containing
ring structure.
Steps 4−11 represent filtering based on the analysis of
structure and reactivity and comparison of the characteristics of
the candidate molecules with those of the benchmark molecules.
In this work, the established bioprivileged molecules 5-HMF,
TAL, and muconic acid were used as benchmark molecules, and
their key structural features and reactivity indices are listed in
Table S1. For example, 5-HMF has six reactive moieties,
including G3, G12, G17, two G23, and G25. The six reactive
moieties allow for potential transformations to a number of
different products. Moreover, there are five distinct reactive
moieties within the six reactive moieties of 5-HMF, and the
maximum number of any one reactive moiety (G23) is two,
which distinguishes almost every carbon atom as having a
different atomic connectivity and environment, allowing for
catalytic conversion to occur selectively. In contrast, species with
only one or two reactive moieties can be a useful chemical or
valuable product, but they have limited ability for conversion
into a range of products. While species with too many reactive
moieties like glucose, which has seven reactive moieties, allow
for a variety of transformations to a diversity of products, the
selective cleavage of one of the six nearly identical C−OHbonds
in glucose is a difficult problem for chemical catalysis. Overall,
we emphasized that a preferred candidate as a bioprivileged
molecule should have enough reactive moieties and reactivity to
allow for diversity in its product slate but not excess functionality
that would lead to selectivity challenges for chemical catalysis.
Therefore, step 4 addresses the removal of 5979 C6HxOy species
that have a total number of reactive moieties less than three. In
this work, the maximum number of reactive moieties for a C6
candidate molecule was six, and 1704 C6 species with more than
six reactive moieties were filtered in step 5. Moreover, no
molecules with more than three of the same reactive moiety or
functional groups within a candidate molecule were allowed to
Table 3. Stepwise Screening of Candidate C6HxOy Molecules
As Potential Bioprivileged Molecules
step
number description
no. of species remaining (in
black) or removed (in red)
1 download C6HxOy in PubChem 29252
2 remove hydrocarbons C6Hx 1323 (27929)
3 remove species with 5/6-membered
ring but without ring −O−
2281 (25649)
4 remove species with total reactive
moiety no. < 3
5,979 (19,669)
5 remove species with total reactive
moiety no. > 6
1704 (17965)
6 remove species with one same
reactive moiety > 3
3,797 (14,168)
7 remove species with reactivity index
of rank 0 < 8
5429 (8739)
8 remove species with reactivity index
of rank 0 > 14
2657 (6082)
9 remove species with reactivity index
of rank 1 < 65
932 (5,150)
10 remove species with reactivity index
of rank 1 > 150
1019 (4131)
11 remove radical/ionic species 163 (3968)
12 remove species with sum of no. of
literature, patent, and vendor ≤ 5
2935 (1033)
species subjected to screening by
automated network generation
1033 (-)
13 remove species with no. of total
products < 40
205 (828)
14 remove species with no. of total
products > 90
185 (643)
15 remove species with no. of NetGen
rxn rank 0 ≤ 6
1 (642)
16 remove species with no. of NetGen
rxn rank 1 ≥ 130
13 (629)
17 remove species with no. of rxn ≤ 50
when ΔG < 15 kcal/mol
4 (625)
18 remove species with no. of rxn≥ 110
when ΔG < 15 kcal/mol
37 (588)
19 remove species with no. of known
products < 10
34 (554)
20 remove species with no. of literature
of products ≤ 7
57 (497)
21 remove species with ratio of no. of
known to novel products ≥ 0.75
314 (183)
22 remove species with ratio of no. of
patents to literature < 20
45 (138)
23 remove species with predicted
toxicity index > 0.67
38 (100)
24 list of 100 C6 bioprivileged molecule
candidates
100
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advance to the next step, which promotes the possibility that
each type of chemical reaction can be achieved in a selective
manner. 3797 species were filtered according to this criterion in
step 6.
The concept that a bioprivileged molecule must have enough
reactivity to allow for transformation to a number of valuable
chemicals was then further honed by applying the values of the
reactivity indices, which is a more precise assessment of the
potential for diversity, yet selectivity. The reactivity indices of
three established bioprivileged molecules, 5-HMF, TAL and
muconic acid, range from 8 to 13 for R0 and 69 to 147 for R1.
Therefore, ranges from 8 to 14 for R0 and 65 to 150 for R1 were
set to screen candidate bioprivileged molecules. As shown in
Table 3, steps 7 and 9 remove C6 species that allow fewer than
eight transformations for rank 0 and fewer than 65 trans-
formations for rank 1, respectively. Steps 8 and 10 address the
excess reactivity that may cause problems in selective chemical
transformation. In accordance with this metric, 2657 species
were removed by step 8, and 1019 species were removed by step
10.
At this stage, there are 4131 candidate bioprivileged
molecules remaining. The next step was to use the PubChem
database to characterize additional features of these molecules.
In particular, the category of the species and the numbers of
literature, patents, and vendors for each molecule were assessed.
The results are provided in Sheet S1. Step 11 addresses the
removal of radical species, ionic species, and complexes with
crystal structures or solvents, which account for 163 species.
Note that the numbers of literature, patents, and vendors for
eachmolecule are only based on the records of PubChem, which
do not necessarily represent the completed records for literature,
patents, and vendors associated with the specific molecules. In
this work, the sum of the numbers of literature, patents, and
vendors was used as a rough index, named LPV index, to reflect
the attention received in the literature regarding the molecule
through articles and citations, primarily from academic sources,
the potential of the species in practical and industrial application
as measured by patents, and the ability of the species to be
purchased and the commercial interest of the species to
chemical vendors or suppliers. If a molecule has a small value
of the LPV index, we assert that themolecule is not attractive as a
candidate bioprivileged molecule. In this work, species with an
LPV index less than or equal to five were filtered in step 12. We
acknowledge that the threshold five for the LPV index is
arbitrary and that this step may remove a species that might be
an attractive candidate as a bioprivileged molecule since it may
simply be an unrecognized opportunity, which one could argue
would be an interesting list to tally.
Overall, the size of the C6 candidate list was reduced from
29252 to 1033 by applying the analysis of reactive moieties and
reactivity of species. We note that the framework that we
developed can be easily tailored to different quantitative values
of the criteria applied here or even the incorporation of other
screening metrics.
Application of NetGen to Identify Potential Bioprivi-
leged Molecules. The remaining 1033 C6HxOy species were
individually subjected to further screening using automated
network generation to evaluate each species’ derived products
and reaction network, which are summarized in Sheet S1.
Emphasizing that bioprivileged molecules must allow for
transformation to a diversity of chemical products, the results
of automated network generation are particularly germane, as
detailed information about every possible transformation a
candidate molecule can undergo and the associated reaction
types, reaction pathways, and the product slate that is formed are
explicitly provided. 5-HMF, TAL, and muconic acid are again
used as benchmark molecules to identify bioprivileged
molecules according to measures associated with the detailed
reaction network. As listed in Table S1, the number of distinct
products derived from 5-HMF, TAL, andmuconic acid is 84, 41,
and 81, respectively. Therefore, the lower and upper bounds for
the number of derived products were set to be 40 and 90,
respectively. Step 13 removes 205 species with limited diversity
in the product slate, and step 14 removes 185 species for forming
too many products. As a further refinement, bounds on the
reactivity indices R0 and R1, based on the explicit network
generation results that were tallied, were used to remove 1 and
13 species in steps 15 and 16, respectively.
While the reaction operators are all defined based on common
chemical transformations, the facility with which the reactions
can be carried out would be highly dependent on catalyst design,
reactor conditions, and reactor engineering and separation
challenges, which suggests that kinetic screening would be
impractical at this stage, particular for novel reactions. However,
thermodynamics are straightforward to quantify and can be used
to screen out reactions that would be too far uphill at typical
conditions to be practical. The free energy of reaction, ΔG, was
calculated using a group contribution method. In this work, a
threshold value of 15 kcal/mol was used for ΔG at 293.15 K to
define thermodynamically unfavorable reactions. NetGen
reactivity indices were then recalculated in light of reactions
removed by this criteria, and the set of molecules was then
filtered to remove candidate C6 species in steps 17 and 18.
Another key attribute of a bioprivileged molecule is that the
diversity of chemical products derived from bioprivileged
molecules includes both novel molecules and drop-in replace-
ments. In this work, all the products generated from aC6 starting
molecule were subjected to an inquiry in PubChem. We define
products that have already been registered in PubChem as a
product known to PubChem, and one that is not registered is
labeled as a product novel to PubChem. For the products known
to PubChem, the number of literature reports, the number of
patents, and the number of vendors associated with each
product were obtained from PubChem. Then, the sum of the
number of literature reports, the sum of the number of patents,
and the sum of the number of vendors for all the known products
derived from a candidate molecule were calculated and used to
roughly reflect the attractiveness of the product slate. It was then
required that a bioprivileged molecule have at least 10 products
known to PubChem, and the summation of the number of
literature reports for all the known products must be larger than
seven, a lower bound inspired by the benchmark molecules. C6
species that did not meet this criteria were removed by step 19
and step 20, respectively.
An important conceptual evolution of bioprivilegedmolecules
from biobased platform chemicals is the objective that a
bioprivileged molecule provides a basis for diversity-oriented
synthesis leading to novel bioproducts.28 In this work, an index,
which is defined as the ratio of the number of products known to
PubChem to the number of products novel to PubChem derived
from a given starting molecule, referred to here as “known/novel
index”, was introduced to characterize the potential of a
bioprivileged molecule to make novel bioproducts. As shown
in Table S1, the values of the known/novel index for 5-HMF,
TAL, and muconic acid are all less than 0.7, and therefore, a
molecule with a known/novel index of ≥0.75 was removed,
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resulting in the elimination of 314 C6HxOy species in step 21.
Moreover, we defined another index, which is the ratio of the
summation of the number of patents related to all derived
products to the summation of the number of literature reports
related to all derived products, referred to as the “patents/
literature index”, to characterize the potential of the products
known to PubChem in practical and industrial applications
versus the attention received. A lower value of a patents/
literature index suggests that the derived products of a candidate
C6HxOy molecule have been reasonably well-studied in the
literature, but they may have little potential in practical and
industrial applications on a relative basis. Step 22 removes 45
C6HxOy species that give a patents/literature index of less than
20.
Due to the biological origin of bioprivileged molecules or
biobased platform chemicals, there is often a presumption of
being “green” and thus having low toxicity, but Ventura et al.69
pointed out toxicity often prevents biomass-derived oxygenates
such as furans and their derivatives from serving as platform
chemicals. In this work, we introduced the toxicity index as an
important criterion for screening candidate bioprivileged
molecules. The Toxicity Estimation Software Tool
(TEST)70−77 developed by the United States Environmental
Protection Agency, which estimates the toxicity values of organic
chemicals based on molecular structure using Quantitative
Structure−Activity Relationships (QSARs), was employed for
estimation of toxicity of species. In this work, a list of SMILES
strings of species which obtained by translation of SDF files
using the PubChem Download Service, and the developmental
toxicity values of species were calculated by TEST using the
consensus method. As shown in Table S1, the toxicity values of
5-HMF, TAL, and muconic acid are 0.11, 0.65, and 0.30,
respectively. Therefore, 38 species with a predicted toxicity
value of >0.67 were removed by step 23.
Overall, the application of the screening criteria in steps 2−23
gives a list of 100 C6 bioprivileged molecule candidates, which
are summarized in Figure 4, according to PubChem compound
identification number (CID), with each number representing a
unique molecule. For example, CID values of 310, 237332, and
54675757 represent muconic acid, 5-HMF, and TAL,
Figure 4. 100 bioprivilegedmolecule candidates. The numbers in the figure are PubChem compound identification numbers (CID), and each number
represents a unique molecule.
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respectively. Sensitivity analysis was also carried out to examine
how the choices of the particular cutoff values affected the final
set of molecules, and as summarized in Tables S2 and S3, varying
the parameters within a reasonable range does not dramatically
impact the composition of the final list of C6HxOy bioprivileged
molecule candidates.
Analysis of the Bioprivileged Structures of the
Bioprivileged Molecules. The structures of the 100 C6
bioprivileged molecule candidates fall into one of nine broad
compound classes summarized in Figure 5 and are provided in
Figure S2 (grouped according to nine compound classes) and
Figure S3 (individually). Analysis of the structural features and
groups of 100 C6 bioprivileged molecule candidates was
performed to deepen the understanding of bioprivileged
structures and functionalities. Table S4 summarizes the
appearance of reactive moieties and functional groups within
the 100 molecules. As shown in Table S4, the most common
reactive moiety contained within the candidate bioprivileged
molecules is G12, which is the ring [O] group that can be easily
preserved from biomass carbohydrates and/or carbohydrate-
derived compounds. Carboxylic acid group G13 also appears
frequently, with 53 occurrences within the 100 molecules.
Moreover, G22, G23, and G13 are the three most preferred
reactive moieties that a bioprivileged molecule has. Like G22
and G23, diene group G25 is also a favorable substructure of a
bioprivileged molecule. Hydroxyl reactive moieties G1 and G4,
ether group G11, and aldehyde G16 have average levels of
appearance in the 100 molecules, while no bioprivileged
molecule contains any instance of G2, G6, or G9, indicating
that those groups are not preferred within a bioprivileged
Figure 5. Nine broad compound classes into which the 100 bioprivileged molecule candidates fall (left) and number of appearances of reactive
moieties in the list of 100 bioprivilegedmolecule candidates (right). The color coding in the image on the left carries through to Figure S2, in which the
structures of all 100 molecules and the compound class into which they fall are shown.
Figure 6. Example reaction network generated for coumalic acid (arrows represent connections between reactants and products, specific reaction types
leading to the formation of each product are given below the products, reaction in redmeans theΔG of this reaction step is higher than 15 kcal/mol and
therefore is not considered as a thermodynamically feasible reaction step, species highlighted in red are molecules with more than six carbon atoms and
are not allowed to participate in further reactions, and species labeled with blue boxes are species known to PubChem).
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molecule. As shown in Table S4, all the bioprivileged molecule
candidates are asymmetric, except three molecules, including
muconic acid. There are 47 molecules with a 5/6-membered
oxygen heterocycle. Overall, this analysis suggests that
bioprivileged molecules have higher preferences for ether
groups within a ring and double bonds, especially in the form
of dienes, than for hydroxyl groups or carboxylic acid groups,
which are in turn more favorable than carbonyl groups and ester
groups. This provides informative guidance for design of target
bioprivileged molecules.
Interestingly, there are 29 species in the list of 100
bioprivileged molecule candidates that have zero as the number
of vendors, meaning these compounds are not purchasable
according to PubChem at this time. This could be due to factors
such as challenging synthesis or high cost, but it may also be that
no study before the present one identified their potential. Given
the diversity of products that these candidate molecules can
generate via a range of transformations, it would be very
interesting to explore the synthesis of these compounds, both as
interesting synthetic challenges and as candidates for practical
applications.
Case Study of Coumalic Acid As a Candidate
Bioprivileged Molecule. Coumalic acid, PubChem CID
68141, is one of the 100 species which was identified as
bioprivileged in this work. Coumalic acid has five reactive
moieties in total and five distinct reactive moieties, [COOH]
(G13), ring −[COO]− (G15), CC without O (G22), CC
with O (G23), and CC−CC (G25). Thus, it has traits that
are common in bioprivileged molecules, in that each of the
carbon atoms has different chemical environments and, as a
result, distinct reactivity patterns. The reactivity indices for rank
0 and rank 1 are 10 and 115, respectively, which match well with
the NetGen reactivity indices R0 equal to 10 and R1 equal to 97.
As shown in Figure 6, automated network generation creates a
detailed reaction network leading to the formation of 78
products via one-step reactions or two-step pathways. Among
the products, there are 17 species that have been documented in
PubChem, and the remainder are novel to PubChem. The
majority of the known products in Figure 6 are derived from
coumalic acid through decarboxylation and esterification of
G13, hydrolysis of G15, and hydrogenation of G22 andG23. For
example, esterification of coumalic acid with methanol in H2SO4
to produce methyl coumalate is a well-studied reaction.78−81
Esterification of coumalic acid with phenols or glycols such asm-
methoxyphenol, o-methoxyphenol, triethylene glycol, and
pentamethylene glycol have also been reported.81 Methyl
coumalate is not allowed to undergo further reactions since it
is a C7 species, but it has been widely used as a reagent in
phosphine-catalyzed annulation of modified allylic carbonates
and in the preparation of 7-carboxyquinolizinium derivatives.
Moreover, Kraus et al.78 reported that methyl coumalate could
be used in several inverse electron demand Diels−Alder
reactions to generate terphenyls with value in the areas of
organic light-emitting diodes and molecular electronics.
However, note that coumalic acid can readily undergo Diels−
Alder reactions of G25 for the production of a variety of novel
bicyclic lactones. Kraus and co-workers79 have demonstrated
that disubstituted aromatic compounds such as terephthalic acid
can be produced in good selectivity and yield from Diels−Alder
reactions of coumalic acid and with inactivated alkenes.
■ SUMMARY
Bioprivileged molecules are emerging as a useful new paradigm
for developing biobased chemicals. However, the identification
of bioprivileged molecules has relied on extensive experimental
work over a long period of time. In this work, to the best of our
knowledge, the first computational platform for systematically
screening and identifying potential bioprivileged molecules was
developed. Specifically, a structural matrix consisting of 25
reactive moieties was developed to characterize the structural
features of oxygenates, and a summation metric based on the
structural features that can be created from a given reactive
moiety based on a set of defined chemical transformations was
defined. Application of the proposed computational platform for
identification of 100 bioprivileged molecule candidates from
29252 C6 compounds in PubChem involved 24 steps in total.
The number of C6 species was reduced from 29252 to 1033 by
analysis of structural features, tallying the reactive moieties, and
evaluating reactivity of species using the simple reactivity index
that we developed. Automated network generation, which is able
to generate every possible compound and reaction from a set of
starting compounds and reaction rules, creating a large reaction
network that includes known products and novel compounds,
was then carried out to screen the list of molecules further.
Reactions were encoded as reaction rules of typical catalytic
reaction families applicable in transforming biomass-derived
oxygenates. The case study of TAL demonstrated that
automated network generation is able to generate both reaction
pathways reported in the literature and novel pathways for
transformation of TAL to various novel products.
The 100 bioprivileged molecule candidates were obtained by
further application of automated network generation to evaluate
the remaining 1033 C6 species based on the attractiveness of the
starting molecules, transformation pathways, and derived
products, including tallying the number of products known to
PubChem and species novel to PubChem.
Sensitivity analysis results showed that the parameters used in
the filtering steps for identification of C6 bioprivileged
molecules do have an impact on the number of species being
removed in each step. However, varying the parameters within a
reasonable range does not dramatically impact the composition
of the final list of C6HxOy bioprivileged molecule candidates.
The computational platform for the identification of C6HxOy
bioprivileged molecules based on analysis of reactive moieties
and reactivity in both a general and detailed sense is readily
applicable to the identification of bioprivileged molecules with a
different carbon number. Moreover, the analysis of reactive
moieties and reactivity can be used to quantitatively describe
and predict structure−reactivity relationships but also can be
applied to guide the design of bioprivileged molecules. Analysis
of the C6HxOy bioprivileged molecules creates a paradigm for
establishing a rational structure for the design of bioprivileged
molecules in general.
Using this framework to distill potential C6HxOymolecules to
a total of 100 potential candidates, a more tractable set is
available to assess the product molecules that can be readily
accessed from the bioprivileged molecules. The framework also
can be run in reverse if a specific final product were desired in
order to find the intermediates that are candidates for its
precursor, which could include the bioprivileged molecules
already identified. Assessing the present list of 100 candidate
molecules, which is the subject of ongoing work, will allow
further refinement of the constraints used to establish this initial
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set. With that refinement, it will also be possible to extend the
work to other biological candidates, including C4s and C5s. The
assessment will also involve connecting the identified C6
candidates with a framework such as BNICE52−54 to further
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